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Abstract— This paper presents a novel graph reinforcement
learning (RL) architecture to solve multi-robot task alloca-
tion (MRTA) problems that involve tasks with deadlines and
workload, and robot constraints such as work capacity. While
drawing motivation from recent graph learning methods that
learn to solve combinatorial optimization (CO) problems such
as multi-Traveling Salesman and Vehicle Routing Problems
using RL, this paper seeks to provide better performance
(compared to non-learning methods) and important scalability
(compared to existing learning architectures) for the stated class
of MRTA problems. The proposed neural architecture, called
Capsule Attention-based Mechanism or CapAM acts as the
policy network, and includes three main components: 1) an
encoder: a Capsule Network based node embedding model to
represent each task as a learnable feature vector; 2) a decoder:
an attention-based model to facilitate a sequential output; and
3) context: that encodes the states of the mission and the robots.
To train the CapAM model, the policy-gradient method based
on REINFORCE is used. When evaluated over unseen scenar-
ios, CapAM demonstrates better task completion performance
and >10 times faster decision-making compared to standard
non-learning based online MRTA methods. CapAM’s advantage
in generalizability, and scalability to test problems of size larger
than those used in training, are also successfully demonstrated
in comparison to a popular approach for learning to solve CO
problems, namely the purely attention mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-Robot Task Allocation (MRTA) involves coordinat-
ing a set of tasks among a team of cooperative robotic
systems such that the decisions are free of conflict and
optimize a quantity of interest [1]. The potential real-world
applications of such MRTA problems are immense consid-
ering that multi-robotics is one of key emerging directions
of robotics research and development, and task allocation is
fundamental to most multi-robotic or swarm-robotic opera-
tions. Examples include disaster response [2], last-mile deliv-
ery [3], environment monitoring [4], and reconnaissance [5].
We specifically focus on a class of MRTA problems that
falls into the Single-task Robots, Single-robot Tasks, and
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Time-extended Assignment (SR-ST-TA) class defined in [1],
[6], that include characteristics such as tasks with time
deadlines and workload, and robots with constrained work
capacity. Based on iTax taxonomy as defined in [1], these
problems fall into the In-schedule Dependencies (ID) cate-
gory. The MRTA problems considered here involves mildly-
heterogeneous robots (with different task completion rates),
and where the task selections are assumed to take place in
a decentralized manner, under full observability of the task
environment and peers’ decisions.

There exists a notable body of work (mostly non-learning
approaches) in solving MRTA problems related to these
applications, e.g., graph-based methods [2], integer-linear
programming (ILP) approaches [7], [8], and auction-based
methods [9]. However, critical challenges continue to persist,
especially regarding the scalability with number of robots
and tasks, and the ability to adapt to complex problem
characteristics without tedious hand-crafting of underlying
heuristics. Existing solutions to multi-Traveling Salesman
Problem (mTSP) and Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) in the
literature [10], [11] have addressed analogical problem char-
acteristics of interest to MRTA, albeit in a disparate manner;
these characteristics include tasks with time deadlines, and
multiple tours per vehicle, with applications in the operations
research and logistics communities [12], [13]. Integer linear
programming or ILP based mTSP-type formulations and
solution methods have also been extended to task allocation
problems in the multi-robotics domain [14]. Although the
ILP-based approaches can in theory provide optimal so-
lutions, they are characterized by exploding computational
effort as the number of robots and tasks increases [8], [15].
For example, for the studied SR-ST problem, the cost of
solving the exact ILP formulation of the problem, even with
a linear cost function (thus an ILP), scales with O(n3m2h2),
where n, m, and h represent the number of tasks, the number
of robots, and the maximum number of tours per robot,
respectively [16]. As a result, most online MRTA methods,
e.g., auction-based methods [9], [17], [18], metaheuristic
methods [19], [20], and bi-graph matching methods [16],
[21], [22], use some sort of heuristics, and often report the
optimality gap at least for smaller test cases compared to the
exact ILP solutions.

In recent years, learning approaches based on Graph Neu-
ral Networks or GNN (which can model non-Euclidean data)
are being increasingly used to solve planning problems with
a Combinatorial Optimization (CO) formulation, e.g., TSP,
VRP, Max-Cut, Min-Vertex, and MRTA [23]–[33]. These
existing studies are however limited in three key aspects: 1)
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They address simplified problems that often exclude common
real-world factors such as resource and capacity constraints
[23], [25], [26], [31]). 2) They are mostly focused on smaller
sized problems (≤ 100 tasks) [30], [32], [34], [35], with
their scalability remaining unclear. 3) They rarely provide
evidence of generalizing to problem scenarios that are larger
in size than those used for training. This latter capability
is particularly critical since real-world MRTA problems
often involve simulating episodes whose costs scale with
the number of tasks and robots, making re-training efforts
burdensome. Moreover the time-sensitive nature of many
real-world applications of MRTA [36], such as in disaster
response [22], call for a near real-time performance, while
involving a large-sized decision space [37]. Therefore, near
real-time computable good feasible solutions are of essence.

Along with the need to address scalability, we posit that
a sequential decision-making approach is favored consid-
ering environmental and communication uncertainties and
the possibility of new tasks to emerge during the operation
[38], [39]. Therefore, we formulate the MRTA problem
such that the decision taken by the robots on visiting the
next node is performed in a sequential, decentralized, and
asynchronous manner. To enable scalable policies, we de-
sign a novel encoder-decoder policy network, where the
encoder is based on Graph Capsule Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (GCAPCN) [40], which is hypothesized to
incorporate local and global structural information with
permutation invariance. The decoder is based on a Multi-
head Attention mechanism (MHA) [23], [41] which fuses
the encoded information and problem-specific context us-
ing matrix multiplication, in order to enable decentralized
sequential decisions. The proposed network architecture is
named Capsule Attention Mechanism or CapAM.

Contributions: The main contributions of this paper can
be summarized as 1) Formulate the general SR-ST class of
MRTA problems as a Markov Decision Process or MDP over
graphs with the multi-robot system’s state embedded as the
context portion of the policy model, such that the task alloca-
tion policy can be learned using an RL approach. 2) Explore
how a policy network that learns the structural information of
task-graphs results in better decision-making. 3) Demonstrate
this learning framework’s ability to generalize to larger-sized
problems without the need to retrain.

Paper outline: The next section provides a brief overview
of MRTA and it’s MDP formulation. Section III then de-
scribes our proposed new graph learning architecture that
operates over this MDP. Section IV presents the settings and
outcomes of numerical experiments on a large number of
task allocation problems with time and capacity constraints
[19], which are used to evaluate this new approach to MRTA.
This evaluation study includes comparative analysis w.r.t.
non-learning methods as well as a well-known attention
mechanism based reinforcement learning method, and further
parametric and scalability analysis. Finally, Section V pro-
vides concluding remarks and discusses the potential future
extensions for our new graph learning-based approach to
MRTA. Throughout this paper, tasks are also referred by
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Fig. 1. Deployment of an MRTA policy based on the CapAM architecture.
a) Robot-1 at t0. b) Robot-2 at t1; here, the output for previously selected
task (e.g., task 2 in (b)) is set at 0.

the terms “nodes” or “vertices”.

II. MRTA: PROBLEM DEFINITION AND FORMULATION

MRTA problems can be formulated as Integer Linear or
Non-Linear Programming (ILP or INLP) problems. When
tasks are defined in terms of location, the MRTA problem
becomes analogical to the Multi-Traveling Salesmen Prob-
lem (mTSP) [42] and its generalized version, the Vehicle
Route Planning (VRP) problem [43], albeit with additional
constraints and operation-specific objective function.

A. MRTA problem description and formulation

The exact solution of the MRTA problem can be obtained
by formulating it as the following INLP problem:

min fcost =

N∑
i=1

ri,

{
ri =

tfi
di
, if tfi > di

0, otherwise
(1)

subject to

si ∈ S ∀ i ∈ [1..N ] (2)
si 6= sj ∀ i 6= j (3)

Here tfi is the time at which task i was completed, di is
the time deadline of task i, and S = [s1, s2, ...sN ] is the
sequence of all the tasks/nodes that were visited, and N is
the number of tasks available. The minimum cost function
that can be achieved using Eq. 1 is 0, which corresponds
to the case where all the tasks are successfully completed.
A detailed formulation of the exact ILP constraints that
describe the MRTA problem can be found in this recent
work on MRTA [19]. Note that, in our paper, we use
a slightly different objective/cost function as compared to
[19], but the intention of the objective function of both of
these works remains the same, which is to maximize the
number of successfully completed tasks (thereby allowing
fair comparison with methods reported in the literature).
Here, we craft the objective function (Eq. (1)) such that
only missed tasks (tfi > di) contribute to the cost func-
tion. This objective function can be tailored according to
user/application preferences, without affecting the proposed
learning framework. The constraints in Eqs. 2 and 3 are such
that each task must be visited exactly once by any robot.



B. An “MDP over Graph” Representation of MRTA

The task space of an MRTA problem can be represented as
a complete un-directed graph G = (V,E,A), which contains
a set of nodes/vertices (V ), a set of edges (E) that connect
the vertices to each other, and the weighted adjacency matrix
A that gives the extent to which two nodes are connected.
Each node is a task, and each edge connects a pair of nodes.
For MRTA with N tasks, the number of vertices and the
number of edges are N and N(N−1)/2, respectively. Node
i is assigned a 3-dimensional feature vector denoting the
task location and time deadline, i.e., δi = [xi, yi, di]. Here
we consider a weighted adjacency matrix without self-loop
(αii = 0, αi,j ∈ A, where i and j ∈ [1, N ]). The weights
in the adjacency matrix αij = 1/(1 + |δi − δj |) take a real
value between 0 and 1, in a manner such that if the features
of two nodes i and j are relatively closer to each other, then
αij is higher. Since we formulate MRTA as an undirected
graph, the adjacency matrix A is symmetric. In this paper,
the elements of A (αi,j , i 6= j) are computed as the inverse
of the normalized Euclidean distance of the node properties.

The MDP can be defined in a decentralized manner to cap-
ture the myopic task-assignment process of each individual
robot, which can be expressed as a tuple < S,A,Pa,R >.
Figure 1 shows how this MDP is executed to perform the se-
quential task selection by each robot. As evident from Fig. 1,
the components of the MDP can then be defined as follows:
State Space (S): A robot at any decision-making instance
uses a state s ∈ S, which contains the following information:
1) elapsed mission time, 2) robot’s current location, 3)
constraints of this robot such as its work capacity, 4) the
planned tasks of its peers, and 5) the constraints of its peers.
The state space also includes the environment, defined by
the location and time deadline of tasks, which are expressed
here as node features in the graph. Here we assume that each
robot can broadcast its information, which includes the task
it is currently engaged in and its work capacity, to its peers
without the need for a centralized system for communication;
this is well aligned with modern communication capabilities
[32]. Action Space (A): The set of actions is represented as
A, where each action a ∈ A is defined as the index of the
selected task, {1, . . . , N}. In MRTA problems that include
a depot, task 0 can be considered as the depot. The task
status, i.e., active, completed, and missed (i.e., deadline is
passed), is used to properly decode the actions generated
by the policy model, with the latter being in the form of
probability of selecting each available task. Note that even
under full observability, as the action space of a single robot
includes only its own degree of affinity for selecting each
available task, the decentralized decision-making formulation
differs from an ideal centralized formulation, and remains
readily scalable. Transition (Pa): The transition is an event-
based trigger. An event is defined as the condition that
a robot reaches its selected task or visits the depot. As
environmental uncertainties and communication issues (thus
partial observation) are not considered in this paper, only
deterministic state transitions are allowed. Reward (R): A
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Fig. 2. CapAM architecture including context, encoder & decoder.

delayed reward is considered here, estimated at the end of
the multi-robot simulation, i.e, when there are no more active
tasks. The actual reward function is typically application-
dependent. For example, in some MRTA problems, task
completion is more important, while in another, decreasing
the total effort (e.g., distance traveled) by robots is more
important, which can then be estimated using the weight
matrix.

III. LEARNING FRAMEWORK
In this work, we implement an RL algorithm on an

encoder-decoder architecture to learn the optimal MRTA
policies over the graph formulation described earlier. An il-
lustration of this architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The encoder
represents each node as a continuous vector infusing both
its own properties as well as its local and global structural
properties within the graph representation of the task space.
The decoder sequentially computes output probabilities for
all the available tasks/nodes using the information from the
encoder and the current state (context), by applying the
MHA (as shown in left part of Fig. 2). The sequentially
computed output probabilities for each node indicate the
relative goodness of selecting that node as the next one to
be visited by the concerned robot. A detailed description of
the architecture of the encoder and decoder is discussed in
the following sections using the representative SR-ST type
MRTA problem described in section II-B.

A. Graph Capsule Convolutional Network based Encoder

The main purpose of the encoder is to represent useful
information related to a node/task as a learnable continuous
vector or tensor, which can then be used by the learning
algorithm. For a graph node, the information includes the
properties of the node itself (e.g., the coordinates and time
deadline of the node), the local neighborhood information
for the node, and also the global structural information.
General solutions to CO problems such as CVRP, MTSP and
MRTA should be permutation invariant, which means that
the order by which each node is numbered should not affect
the optimal solution. Hence the node encoding must also be
permutation invariant. In this work, we are exploring how
a Graph Capsule Convolutional Neural Network (GCAPCN)



can be implemented for learning local and global structures
with the node properties, with permutation invariant node
embedding. GCAPCN is a class of Graph Neural Net-
works (GNN), introduced in [40] to address the drawbacks
(e.g., permutation invariance) of Graph Convolutional Neural
Networks (GCN), and to enable the encoding of global
information based on capsule networks presented in [44].
The advantage of GCAPCN lies in capturing more local and
global information, compared to conventional aggregation
operations used in GNN such as summation or standard
convolution operations.

1) Graph Capsule Convolutional Neural Networks: Let
X ∈ RN×|δi|, be the node feature matrix, where |δi| is
the input dimension for each node i. The standard graph
Laplacian is defined as L = D−A ∈ RN×N , where D is the
degree matrix and A is the adjacency matrix of the graph. A
capsule vector is computed using a Graph Capsule function
based on different order of statistical moments, as shown in
the equations later in this section. We first compute a feature
vector F0i for each node by linear transformation of the node
properties δi, as F0i = δi.W0 + b0 for all i ∈ [1, N ], where
W0 ε Rh0×|δi|, b0 ε Rh0×1, and h0 is the length of the
feature vector. For an MRTA problem with time constraints,
δi = [xi, yi, di], where xi, yi, and di are the x coordinate,
y coordinate, and the time deadline of location/node i. Note
that this method for encoding is not limited to a specific
MRTA problem, and can also be extended or modified for
MRTA problems with nodes having other features such
as workload. Each feature vector F0i, i ∈ [1, N ] is then
passed through a series of Graph capsule layers, where the
output from the previous layers is used to compute a matrix
f
(l)
p (X,L) using a graph convolutional filter of polynomial

form as given by:

f (l)p (X,L) = σ(

K∑
k=0

Lk(F(l−1)(X,L)
◦p)W

(l)
pk ) (4)

Here L is the graph Laplacian, p is the order of the
statistical moment, K is the degree of the convolu-
tional filter, F(l−1)(X,L) is the output from layer l − 1,
F(l−1)(X,L)

◦p represents p times element-wise multipli-
cation of F(l−1)(X,L). Here, F(l−1)(X,L) ∈ RN×hl−1p,
W

(l)
pk ∈ Rhl−1p×hl . The variable f

(l)
p (X,L) ∈ RN×hl is

a matrix where each row is an intermediate feature vector
for each node i ∈ [1, N ], infusing nodal information from
Le×K hop neighbors, for a value of p. The output of layer
l is obtained by concatenating all f (l)p (X,L), as given by:

Fl(X,L) = [f
(l)
1 (X,L), f

(l)
2 (X,L), ...f

(l)
P (X,L)] (5)

Here P is the highest order of statistical moment, and hl is
the node embedding length of layer l. We consider all the
values of hl (where l ∈ [0, Le]) to be the same for this paper.
Equations 4 and 5 were computed for Le layers, where each
layer uses the output from the previous layer (Fl−1(X,L)).
Adding more layers helps in learning the global structure,
however, this can affect the performance by increasing the
number of learnable parameters (compared to the size of the
problem), leading to over-fitting. The output from the final

layer is then passed through a feed-forward layer so that the
final feature vector has the right dimension (hl) to be fed
into the decoder as shown in Fig. 2.
B. Attention-based Decoder and Context

The main objective of the MHA-based decoder is to
use the information from the encoder and the current state
as context or query, and thereof choose the best task by
calculating the probability value of getting selected for
each (task) node. In this case, the first step is to feed the
embedding for each node (from the encoder) as key-values
(K, V ), since inputs for MHA are key-value pairs [45].
The key K and value V for each node is computed by
two separate linear transformations of the node embedding
obtained from the encoder. The next step is to compute
a vector representing the current state, also known as the
context (as shown in bottom left of Fig. 2). In our case
studies, the context for the multi-head attention or MHA
layer in the decoder consists of the following five features:
1) elapsed mission time; 2) work capacity of the robot taking
decision; 3) current location of the robot taking decision; 4)
current destination of robot’s peers; and 5) work capacity of
peer; all concatenated to a single vector of length hq , which
then undergoes a linear transformation to get a vector of
length hl also called the query Q. It is important to note that
the context can be modified to account for other features
such as remaining ferry-range and payloads of robots, thus
promoting the flexibility to apply this architecture to a wider
range of MRTA problems than those specifically studied in
this paper. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the decoder.

Now the attention mechanism can be described as mapping
the query (Q) to a set of key-value (K, V ) pairs. The inputs,
which are the query (Q) is a vector, while K and V are
matrices of size hl×N (since there are N nodes). The output
is a weighted sum of the values V , with the weight vector
computed using the compatibility function expressed as:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(QTK/
√
hl)V

T (6)

Here hl is the dimension of the key of any node i (ki ∈
K). In this work, we implement a MHA layer in order
to determine the compatibility of Q with K and V . The
MHA implemented in this work is similar to the decoder
implemented in [23] and [45]. As shown in [45] the MHA
layer can be defined as:

MHA(Q,K, V ) = Linear(Concat(head1 . . . headhe)) (7)
Here headi = Attention(Q,K, V ) and he (taken as 8

here) is the number of heads. The feed-forward layer is
implemented to further process the mapping that results from
the MHA layer, and transform it to a dimension that is
coherent with the number of nodes in the task-graph (N ).
The interjecting batch normalization layers serve to bound
values of a specific batch using the mean and variance of
the batch. The final softmax layer outputs the probability
values for all the nodes. Here, the next task to be done is
then chosen based on a greedy approach, which means that
the node with the highest probability will be chosen. The
nodes which are already visited will be masked (by setting
their probability as 0) so that these nodes are not available



for selection in the future time steps of the simulation of the
multi-robot operation.
C. Training Algorithm

The training algorithm used here is REINFORCE. Other
relevant details for training are shown in Table I. This
training process can readily be further advanced in the future
through the adoption of advanced state-of-the-art policy
gradient algorithms such as Proximal Policy Optimization
[46] and the Actor-Critic method [47]. For each epoch of
the training, two sets of data (MRTA operation scenarios) are
used, which are the training set and the validation set. The
training data set is used to train the model (θCapAM) while the
validation set is used to update the baseline model (θBLCapAM).
Both the training data and validation data generated from the
distribution of MRTA scenarios are explained later in section
IV-A.1. The size of the training data and the validation data
used in this paper is mentioned in Table I.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Comparison with baselines

TABLE I
SETTINGS FOR MODEL TRAINING IN

CAPAM AND AM-RL

DETAILS VALUES

Algorithm REINFORCE
Baseline Rollout
Epochs 100
Training samples 500,000
Validation samples 10,000
Optimizer Adam
Learning step size 0.0001
Training frequency 500 SAMPLES

1) Details on dataset
for training and test-
ing: We consider the
(NP-hard) MRTA prob-
lem with time and ca-
pacity constraints also
known as Task Alloca-
tion Problem with Time
and Capacity (TAPTC),
as described in [19].
Each training sample has 100 tasks, and are located randomly
within a 100 × 100 grid map. Each task i has a time deadline
50 ≤ di ≤ 600, and a workload 10 ≤ wi ≤ 30. Each
sample has nr number of robots where 2 ≤ nr ≤ 7. The
initial positions of the robots in a sample is also chosen
randomly within the grids. Each robot j has a work capacity
of cj where 1 ≤ cj ≤ 3. All the robots move at a speed
of 1 unit. A task i is considered to be completed only if a
robot j visits node i and spends a time of wi/cj . All the
training samples are generated such that all the associated
variables (mentioned above) follow a uniform distribution
within their respective bounds. The average training time per
epoch for CapAM is ∼10 mins. In order to evaluate and
compare the generalizability of CapAM-trained models with
that of baselines, we used the dataset in [19] (found in [48]).
This dataset, which has a similar distribution of scenarios
as used in training CapAM, consists of 96 test cases with
100 tasks and a varying number of robots (2, 3, 5, 7 robots),
and the speed of every robot is considered to be the same
(1 unit/s). The 96 cases are divided into ones with tight
and slack deadlines. Each category can be further divided
into 4 sub-categories based on the fraction of tasks (25%,
50%, 75%, and 100%) that have normally distributed tasks
deadlines. For example, 25% indicates that there are 25 tasks
with deadlines normally distributed between the limits dlow
and dhigh, while the remaining 75 tasks have a deadline of
dhigh. For group 1 (tight deadline), the value of dhigh is half

of that for group 2 (slack deadline). Further description of
the test cases can be found in [19].

2) Test for Generalizability: We compare our method with
the following four baseline methods over the stated test cases:

i) Iterated Local Search (ILS): This is an online meta-
heuristic iterated search algorithm [20], where the output of
one iteration is partially used as the input to the next iteration.
During each iteration, the best solution is improved by a
perturbation step, followed by a local search.

ii) Enhanced Iterated Local Search (EILS): EILS is also
an online metaheuristic iterated search method [19], with an
improved perturbation step as compared to [20].

iii) Bi-Graph MRTA (BiG-MRTA): BiG-MRTA [16] is
an online method based on the construction and matching
of a bipartite graph. In this method, a bipartite graph is
constructed to connect robots to tasks, with the weights
of connecting edges determined by an incentive model as
a function of the tasks’ features and robots’ states. This
decomposes the problem and yield a measure of robot-task
pairing suitability. A maximum weighted matching problem
is then solved by each robot to identify the optimal task
assignments that maximize a net incentive for the team.

iv) Attention Mechanism based RL (AM-RL): The AM-
RL method [23] consists of an encoder-decoder architecture
purely based on attention mechanism. To implement this
method for our problem, it is adapted to a multi-robot
setting by making the following changes: 1) The node
properties defined in Section II-B are used here; 2) The
context for the MHA in the decoder is modified to be the
same as that in CapAM; and 3) The cost function used for
training is changed to that in Eq. (1). We set the parameters
which correspond to the best performing model for a CVRP
with 100 locations. This AM-RL model is trained using
the same sample distribution and settings as respectively
described in Sections IV-A.1. The average training time per
epoch is found to be ∼11 mins for AM. The architectural
difference between AM-RL and CapAM is mainly in the
encoder, with their performance comparison intended to
show the impact of better encoding for learning over graphs.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF COMPUTING

TIME TO GENERATE ENTIRE

SOLUTION SEQUENCE,
AVERAGED OVER 96 CASES

METHOD TIME (SEC)

ILS 1.342
EILS 0.992
BiG-MRTA 0.301
AM-RL 0.086
CapAM 0.085

The computation time to gen-
erate the entire sequence of task
assignments, as required by the
non-learning baselines and the
learnt policies of CapAM and
AM, are compared in Table II
– reported as an average over
the 96 test cases. The real-time
performance advantage of the
learnt models, which are >10 times faster than the non-
learning online methods (ILS/EILS/BiG-MRTA) is readily
evident here. Figure 3 shows the box plots for task com-
pletion performance over the 96 test cases divided into 4
categories (each with 24 cases) based on the number of
robots (2,3,5, and 7). As seen from Fig. 3, CapAM obtains
a better performance compared to the baseline methods.
To provide statistical evidence of the advantage of CapAM



Fig. 3. Comparison of the performance (on test cases) of CapAM with
other baseline methods. Here CapAM has K = 2, P = 3, and Le = 1.

over the baseline methods, we performed a pairwise T-
test of CapAM vs each baseline on the 24 cases in each
category, with results summarized in Table III; here, the
null hypothesis is that the difference between the values
of the two sets has a mean equal to 0. Considering a 5%
significance level, Table III shows that the p-value from
the T-test is generally less than 0.05, which indicates the
rejection of the null hypothesis – CapAM’s performance on
the test cases is thus significantly better than of the baselines.

TABLE III
P-VALUE FOR PAIRWISE (CAPAM VS. BASELINES) T-TEST

CORRESPONDING TO FIG. 3.

# robots CapAM vs
ILS EILS BiG-MRTA AM-RL

2 2.03e-4 0.002 0.003 1.6e-11
3 0.0307 0.079 0.038 2.4e-8
5 0.024 0.163 8.8e-4 0.42
7 0.025 0.049 0.003 0.031

B. Parametric and Scalability Analysis
Here, parametric analyses is performed w.r.t. the key

parameters of P and Le in the encoder of CapAM. Higher
values of P promotes greater information infusion for a
given neighborhood; with increasing Le or K (and fixed P ),
information from (great number of) Le×K hop neighbours
is considered in the node embeddings. Increasing K, P and
Le however increases the number of learnable parameters,
which can lead to over-fitting and deteriorating performance
for unseen cases. Our numerical experiments with higher
values of K and Le corroborated this expectation, and hence
we fixed K = 2 and Le = 1. Hence this section focuses on
the impact of P , particularly in generalizing, and scaling to
larger-sized problems beyond training – both of which are
premised as major advantages of learning local structural
information. To this end, we train 3 different models on the
100-task problem, with varying P from 1 to 3, and fixed
K and Le. Then the CapAM (and for comparison AM-RL)
models that are trained for 100 tasks and 2-7 robots are
implemented on two sets of unseen problems – one with
the same size as in training, and another with numbers of
tasks and robots scaled up by a factor of 2 (training/testing
tasks are drawn from the same distribution).

Table IV shows the effect of P on scalability of CapAM,
which is also compared to AM-RL. Results are reported in
terms of task completion % averaged over 24 samples in
each category (based on # tasks and robots). It can be seen
that all CapAM models with any P perform significantly

better than AM-RL. For the problems of the same size as
training (100-task cases), the task completion % gap between
CapAM and AM-RL is between 3% and 13.5%. For the
problems of double the size as training (200-task cases),
the task completion % gap between CapAM and AM-RL
is between 1.9% and 17.6%. In both cases, the gap (CapAM
vs. AM-RL) is the highest when task-to-robot ratios are high.
These observations directly demonstrate the effectiveness
of the novel encoder used in CapAM, which is designed
to capture local structural information much better than in
attention mechanisms. On comparing the CapAM models
with different P (in Table IV), it can be seen that ones with
P = 1 perform slightly poorer compared to corresponding
ones with P = 2 and P = 3, with the difference between
the latter two being marginal. Thus increasing P beyond 2
may not provide further performance improvements.

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF CAPAM (IN TERMS OF % OF TASK COMPLETED)
WITH P = 1, 2, 3 FOR UNSEEN PROBLEM SETS WITH THE SAME AND

TWICE THE NUMBER OF TASKS AND ROBOTS AS IN TRAINING.
# tasks # robots CapAM(P=3) CapAM(P=2) CapAM(P=1) AM-RL

100

2 34.6 36.2 32.6 22.7
3 51.1 50.3 49.4 38.0
5 74.9 74.9 73.2 70.2
7 94.8 94.1 91.2 85.6

200

4 28.2 27.1 24.4 10.7
6 46.7 47.0 45.2 29.4
10 67.8 68.6 66.5 61.4
14 77.8 77.5 76.2 74.3

*.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new graph neural network

architecture called CapAM, to learn policies for MRTA
problems involving tasks with time deadlines and robots
with work capacity. This new architecture incorporates an
encoder based on capsule networks and a decoder based on
the attention mechanism, along with a context module to
feed the state of the robots and the environment. To learn
the features of the encoder and decoder, the problem has
been posed as an RL problem and solved using the policy
gradient algorithm, REINFORCE. In addition, the proposed
architecture is found to provide effective MRTA policies over
varying task size and robot-team size. The new CapAM
architecture demonstrated better performance compared to
other state-of-the-art baselines, which include both a learning
based method (AM-RL) and non-learning based methods
(ILS, EILS, BiG-MRTA). The CapAM architecture with its
capsule based node embedding showed that learning local
and global structural information of the task graph results
in better generalizability over unseen test cases, as observed
from comparing its performance with AM-RL (that uses a
different node embedding). The computational cost analysis
showed that the trained CapAM model takes only a few
milliseconds to yield a task-assignment decision, making
it highly suited for operations that require time-sensitive
online decisions. The advantage of using local neighborhood
information was also empirically evident from the scalability

*The codes for this paper can be found in https://github.com/
adamslab-ub/CapAM-MRTA

https://github.com/adamslab-ub/CapAM-MRTA
https://github.com/adamslab-ub/CapAM-MRTA


analysis on the defined MRTA problem, where CapAM
demonstrated superior performance when applied to graphs
with a larger number of tasks/nodes and robots in the team.

Future directions: Firstly, computational analysis of
training feasibility when episodes must be simulated over
more realistic virtual robotics environment remains a open
direction of research across all learning-based approaches.
Further, to enable transition of these MRTA methods to
application, in the future we should consider dynamic tasks,
environment uncertainties, and partially observable state
spaces within the CapAM architecture.
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